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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Babylon
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Malgré tout

AGAINST
ALL ODDS

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Love has no age!
What if you had to wait
your whole life life to meet
your soulmate?

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 8 languages:
English, Croatian, Danish, Dutch, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Spanish

FIND OUT MORE
> 36,000 copies sold in France
Dargaud Benelux | 9782505081500 | 2020
152 pages | 22,5x29,8 cm | 22.50 €

BABYLON
(BOOK 1)
MANHUNT

Ana and Zeno are finally together after 40 years of mutual
yet unfulfilled love. For a long time, Ana held the position of
mayor. Wife to Giuseppe and mother to Claudia, Ana has led
a quiet family life. As for Zeno, he runs a small bookstore
that he intends to give up soon. He has also just earned his
PhD. Throughout their lives, they've always found excuses
to maintain their distance. But perhaps now the time has
come for them to make a fresh start.

Jordi Lafebre

Babylone (Tome 1) : La Traque

Nicloux
Galandon
Giroud
He's the best agent
for the trickiest situations.
Unless he's trapped…

Max Ferlane is known for being able to exfiltrate anybody
from all kinds of desperate situations. But that kind of
reputation can sometimes attract unwanted attention…
Babylon is an agency that specializes in exfiltration—they
send their agents to extract objects or people from
well-guarded locations. This book follows Max Ferlane,
a former super soldier who now works in exfiltration.
Hired for a supposedly routine operation in Africa, he
soon realizes that this mission is anything but: he is to
exfiltrate a dictator on the run from a country that has
just undergone a coup d’état…

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Dutch

FIND OUT MORE
> 5,000 copies sold in France
Le Lombard | 9782803677108 | 2020
56 pages | 22,3x30 cm | 12.45 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Pierre-Henry Gomont

La Fuite du cerveau

BRAIN DRAIN
Certain details surrounding the death of Albert Einstein are
so outlandish as to sound like an urban legend: namely, the
theft of his brain by Thomas Stoltz Harvey, the pathologist
who performed the eminent physicist’s autopsy. From
these historical events, Pierre-Henry Gomont concocts
a picturesque road trip that is both farcical and moving,
whimsical and melancholy, where the FBI, a sanatorium,
neurobiology, hallucinogens, hospital bureaucracy, and
romance are swept into its whirlwind narrative. Between
his dissection of friendship and the forging of scientific
reputation, the nimble-fingered cartoonist serves up a slice
of lovingly-rendered Americana for the ages.
A very strange tale based on very real events.

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

COLORED

THE UNSUNG LIFE
OF CLAUDETTE COLVIN

Emilie Plateau

FIND OUT MORE
When the theft of Einstein’s
brain leads an unlikely duo
on a series of extraordinary
adventures!

> 25,000 copies sold in France
Dargaud Benelux | 9782505083603 | 2020
192 pages | 22,5x29,8 cm | 25.00 €

Noire : La vie méconnue
de Claudette Colvin

A few months before Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat
on a segregated bus in Montgomery, Alabama, kicking off
the U.S. civil rights movement, making headlines around
the world and becoming an enduring symbol of the fight
for dignity and equality, another young black woman had
the same reaction. She was the wrong person at the
wrong time, so History chose to forget her. Her name was
Claudette Colvin, and this is her story.

RIGHTS SOLD
While Rosa Parks made
History, Claudette Colvin
was forgotten.

Published in 3 languages: Spanish, Korean, Italian

FIND OUT MORE
> 10,000 copies sold in France
> Award from Bourgogne Franche-Comté Highschools
2020 (France) Andersen Award for Children's Literature
in the category Graphic Novel 2020 (Italy) Award
from the Pupils of Colomiers 2020 (France)
Dargaud | 9782205079258 | 2019
136 pages | 17,5x24,7 cm | 18.00 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Gentlemind
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Karmela Krimm
Gentlemind (Tome 1)

GENTLEMIND
(BOOK 1)

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

RIGHTS SOLD

30 years of a remarkable
woman's life, from
her Bohemian youth
to her sudden success,
and her decades-long
search for her first love.

Published in Spanish

FIND OUT MORE

Lewis Trondheim
Franck Biancarelli

> 12,000 copies sold in France
Dargaud | 9782205076370 | 2020
88 pages | 24x32 cm | 18.00 €

KARMELA
KRIMM (BOOK 1)
RAMDAM BLUES

New York, 1950: After Navit loses her partner and lover, she
finds herself at the head of "Gentlemind," a small men's
magazine for which she has big plans. But the accomplished businesswoman still cannot forget a young artist
named Arch, as penniless as she was when they shared a
studio in Brooklyn. She promises herself that she will find
him, whatever it takes.

Juan Diaz Canales
Teresa Valero
Antonio Lapone

Karmela Krimm (Tome 1) : Ramdam Blues

The toughest detective in Marseille. Karmela Krim was the
Marseille police force’s most promising young detective.
But while working an intense operation one day, she gunned down the wrong person: the son of one of the city’s
notable public figures. Karmela lost her job and resorted
to working as a private detective. She also lost her ideals.
But in the troubled waters she now finds herself in, ideals
are a dangerous luxury.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: Danish, German

A tenacious, wisecracking
detective in a dog-eat-dog
world.

FIND OUT MORE
> 9,600 copies sold in France
Le Lombard | 9782803676255 | 2020
48 pages | 30x22,3 cm | 12.45 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Maverick
Children's Books

Monster Delights
Maverick, ville magique :
Mystères et boules d'ampoule

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

MAVERICK, THE
MAGICAL CITY
Eglantine Ceulemans
This goofy adventure
and laugh-out-loud premise
is sure to appeal to anyone
who believes in the power
of imagination.

Anselme’s parents are going on a vacation… without
him! Instead, he’ll have to stay at his weird Aunt Olga’s
place. But when a little girl named Anna comes to lead
him to the small town of Maverick, things take the most
unexpected turn. For Maverick is nothing like your ordinary
small town…. unless you live in a place where magic exists,
where anything you can imagine becomes real, and where a
power-hungry tyrant rules over the land by casting powerful spells and enforcing a cruel curfew upon his people.
Welcome to Maverick.

FIND OUT MORE

MONSTER DELIGHTS
(BOOK 1)
THE HEART OF WINTER

Dos Santos
Hachmi
Raphet

> 5,000 copies sold in France
Little Urban | 9782374083292 | 2020
296 pages | 13,8x19,2 cm | 12.90 €

Monster Délices (Tome 1) :
Le Cœur de l'hiver

A gifted pâtissier enters
a magical parallel world
where his genius is
a game-changer.

Chris is a young pastry apprentice who sees his delicious
creations magically disappear one fateful night. He decides
to catch the thief, who happens to be a peculiar sort of
squirrel. Chris has no idea that the chase will lead him on
a fantastic adventure! The restaurant’s refrigerator is the
gateway to the magical world of Fridgebottom, a country
populated by myths and legends. In this new universe Chris
meets Hannah, a young elf who runs the Monster Delight
pastry shop but isn’t exactly a pastry-making pro! Luckily
for her, Chris has a knack for inventing the perfect sweet
treat for every palette. Includes real French pastry recipes
adapted for kids!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Spanish

FIND OUT MORE
> 6,000 copies sold in France
> TV show currently in production
Le Lombard | 9782803637133 | 2020
48 pages | 22,2x29,5 cm | 9.99 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Les Aventures
de Munich dans Marcel Duchamp

Children's Books

MUNICH'S
ADVENTURES
IN MARCEL
DUCHAMP
Roman Muradov
If Duchamp had ever written
(or drawn) his autobiography,
we think he may have wanted
it to look like this.

In 1912, Marcel Duchamp leaves Paris for Munich. He stays
in the Bavarian capital for barely 3 months. Upon his return,
he creates his first "readymades," which will make him
famous and above all, will truly revolutionize 20-century art.
And yet, we know next to nothing about his stay in Munich,
which he would describe at the end of his life as "the theater
of his total liberation." So what happened in Munich? Here,
Roman Muradov concocts a visually sublime, over-the-top,
and very Duchampian work of fiction in keeping with the
spirit of the French artist himself.

Mon petit coin de paradis

MY OWN LITTLE
PARADISE
If I were a pig, my own little paradise would be a gigantic
pool made of white marble, full of the purest water. If I were
a penguin, my own little paradise would be an ice cream
factory, so I could create a fish stick flavor! But I’m not any
of those. I’m me. And my own little paradise is... you!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 3 languages: Castilian, Catalan, Korean

Barroux
A wonderfully sweet
story about the things
(and the people) we love.

FIND OUT MORE
> 1,400 copies sold in France
Dargaud | 9782205084894 | 2020
120 pages | 20,5x27,5 cm | 22.50 €
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FIND OUT MORE
> 2,000 copies sold in France
Little Urban | 9782374081717 | 2020
30 pages | 24x30,7 cm | 14.50 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Psycho-Investigator
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Jérôme Charyn
François Boucq
A talented tattoo artist,
his adopted bodybuilding
police officer daughter,
a stolen baby, a bloodthirsty
mafia, and a human
trafficking ring on
their heels…

New York Cannibals

NEW YORK
CANNIBALS
New York, 1990. Pavel runs a tattoo parlor. Azami, the girl
he took under his wing, has become a police officer and
bodybuilder. During a police investigation, she discovers
a baby abandoned in a trash can. Incapable of giving
birth herself due to damage caused by self-medication,
she decides to adopt the child. To protect it, she’ll need
to track down a baby-trafficking operation, which appears
to be linked to a mysterious gang of women who devour
their enemies. Strangely, the ghosts of the Gulag in which
Pavel grew up seem to be at the heart of these atrocities, as
though the world of the Gulag, with its codes and violence,
has re-emerged on the streets of New York.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 5 languages: German,
Polish, Portuguese, Spanish, Ukrainian

FIND OUT MORE

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Psycho-Investigateur : La Genèse

PSYCHOINVESTIGATOR
GENESIS

Simon Radius can visit memories. He uses his gift to solve
crimes and help people, but it seems that it is his own mind
he is unable to save… A terrific and terrifying ride that will
make you question your own sanity: would you really want
to explore your own memories?

Erwan Courbier
Benoît Dahan
A terrifying leap into
human memories from
the illustrator of Dans la tête
de Sherlock Holmes.

> 40,000 copies sold in France
Le Lombard | 9782803672530 | 2020
152 pages | 31,8x24,1 cm | 24.50 €
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RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Spanish
Petit à Petit | 9782380460247 | 2020
144 pages | 23,2x32,3 cm | 19.90 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Zabus
Hippolyte
The odyssey of 2 young
people who become
the unwitting symbols
of oppressed minorities
fighting for their freedom
and survival.

Les Ombres

SHADOWS
In a fanciful land not so different from our own but infused
with elements of Grimm’s fairy tales, a young man is
interviewed by a surly bureaucrat who is compiling a dossier that will determine his fate. The young man relates
how he and his sister were forced to flee into exile, facing
hardship, abuse, and indifference every step of the way on
their voyage to the Other World, where they hoped to find
peace and stability. Lurking in the darkness around him,
both along the way and in the detention facility where he is
being held, ghost-like shadows loom around him that no
one else can see. Through the course of the book, the young
man learns who they are and how his fate is inextricably
bound to their experiences. A subtle tale about exile and
refugees today.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in English

FIND OUT MORE

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Soon

SOON
2150. The world has changed significantly. Damage caused
by climate change and the resurgence of certain deadly
diseases have drastically reduced the world’s population.
Nature has retaliated against man, and the survivors have
gathered together into 7 urban zones. Simone is a 50-yearold astronaut who has been in training for a controversial
one-way space mission. Simone will have to leave her
son Youri forever. Simone invites Youri to come with her
to visit the seven urban zones before they say goodbye. A
visually striking and informed graphic novel at the heart of
current issues that mixes the codes of science fiction and
documentaries.

Thomas Cadène
Benjamin Adam
A profound, serious, and
enlightening futuristic story.

> 2,000 copies sold in France
Dargaud | 9782205086249 | 2020
184 pages | 21x28,2 cm | 18.00 €
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RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: German, Spanish

FIND OUT MORE
> 12,000 copies sold in France
Dargaud | 9782205078749 | 2019
240 pages | 22,5x29,8 cm | 27.00 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Maurane Mazars
In Germany in the 50s,
a young dancer dreams
of Broadway and
its musicals…

Tanz !

TANZ!
Germany, April 1957. Uli dreams of becoming a famous
Broadway dancer. A young 19-year-old student at the prestigious school of modern dance, his energetic and outgoing
personality stands in sharp contrast to the melancholy
of post-war Europe. He adores musicals—joyous and
colorful, just like he is—but his classmates ridicule him.
For them, musicals are too commercial, nothing like the
German tradition of dance. During a trip to Berlin he meets
Anthony, a young African-American dancer. The attraction
is immediate. In bed, the 2 young men talk about dance,
and Anthony tells him to come to New York to discover the
reality of musical theatre and try his luck on Broadway. They
part ways, but the idea of New York stays with Uli. And a few
months later, his bags are packed.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Italian

FIND OUT MORE
> 7,000 copies sold in France

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Le Detection Club

THE DETECTION
CLUB
In 1930s England, the best mystery writers of the era
come together to form the Detection Club. They are in for
a bigger test, however, when eccentric billionaire Roderick
Ghyll invites them all to his mansion on a private island
off the coast of Cornwall, promising to delight them with
his latest creation: a robot that can predict the culprit in
their novels. But when Ghyll is murdered, who will lead
the investigation?

Jean Harambat
Jean-Jacques Rouger
The secret society you
dreamed to be a part of is
called The Detection Club!

Le Lombard | 9782803676873 | 2020
248 pages | 20,2x26,8 cm | 19.99 €
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RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Polish

FIND OUT MORE
> 15,000 copies sold in France
Dargaud | 9782205079432 | 2019
136 pages | 21x28,2 cm | 19.99 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Ze journal de la famille
(presque) zéro déchet

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

THE MAN
WHO SHOT
CHRIS KYLE

THE DIARY OF THE
(NEARLY) ZERO-WASTE
FAMILY

Bénédicte Moret
An entire year without
producing any waste?
12 months of adventures
are in store for this family!

In 2014, a French family of 4 decided to embark upon a
“zero-waste” lifestyle for a year. It made headlines and
eventually led to a new career centered around their experience and methods. Through downsizing, composting,
recycling, eliminating, DIY, buying in bulk, resourcefulness,
and rigorous self-discipline, they were able to reduce their
yearly household waste down to a single small jar. This is
their story, as told and drawn by the mother herself. Entertaining, educational, and as vitally topical as you can get!

AN AMERICAN LEGEND
Fabien Nury
Brüno

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: Italian, Korean

FIND OUT MORE
> 17,000 copies sold in France

L'Homme qui tua Chris Kyle :
Une légende américaine

Completely addictive,
a well-written and powerful
documentary by Fabien Nury
and Brüno.

Le Lombard | 9782803672240 | 2020
152 pages | 17,7x24,8 | 19.99 €

A former Navy SEAL and Iraq War veteran, Chris Kyle is
the most lethal sniper in American military history. His
autobiography, American Sniper, was a best-seller in the
U.S. On February 2, 2013, Chris Kyle was killed by another
veteran, Eddie Ray Routh. The murder took place on a
shooting range in Stephenville, Texas. But that's only the
beginning of their story.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 5 languages: English, Dutch,
German, Italian, Croatian

FIND OUT MORE
> 35,400 copies sold in France
Dargaud | 9782205084672 | 2020
164 pages | 21,4x28,4 cm | 22.50 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
The Mitaines Gang
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

The Omniscients
Le Temps des mitaines (Tome1) :
La Peau de l'ours

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

THE MITAINES
GANG (BOOK 1)
A BEAR'S TALE

Loïc Clément
Anne Montel
A tale combining humor
and suspense.

The seemingly idyllic town of Mitaines has been beset
by a wave of disappearances. Strange tracks have been
spotted in the woods, but there is no sign of foul play. With
the authorities baffled, will young Arthur and the rest of the
Mitaines Gang be able to solve the crime? More importantly,
will they be able to stay out of trouble themselves?

FIND OUT MORE
> 15,000 copies sold in France
Dargaud | 9782205083040 | 2020
128 pages | 20,5x27,5 cm | 16.00 €

Les Omniscients (Tome 1) : Phénomènes

THE
OMNISCIENTS
(BOOK 1)
PHENOMENA

Vincent Dugomier
Renata Castellani
5 teenagers wake up one
day knowing absolutely
everything you could ever
learn… Now what do they do?

When 5 teenagers wake up one morning imbued with
absolute knowledge, the news travels fast, and before
long the young geniuses are taken into hiding by the FBI.
What would you do if you were 15 and never had to set
foot in school again? Our heroes won’t have long to think
about it, as a secret organization is hell-bent on capturing
them. And they also have a puzzle to solve: where did this
gift come from, and who are these mysterious beings
seemingly playing with their destiny?

FIND OUT MORE
> 30,000 copies sold in France
Le Lombard | 9782803674961 | 2020
64 pages | 22,2x29,5 cm | 12.45 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Jean-Luc Fromental
Philippe Berthet
Loosely inspired by
Georges Simenon’s stay
in the Santa Cruz Valley,
this thriller brilliantly depicts
the tense atmosphere
of racial inequality that
prevailed there.

De l'autre côté de la frontière

THE OTHER
SIDE OF
THE BORDER
Arizona, 1948. Novelist François Combe has taken up residence with his wife, his son, and his mistress in the strange
no man’s land of the Santa Cruz Valley. His imagination is
sparked by the surrounding desert, its ghost towns, and
other vestiges of the pioneer past. The present, too, draws
him in, especially in the border town of Nogales, where
luxury and lust come together against a backdrop of misery
and servitude... Sometimes the grass isn’t always greener
on the other side of the border.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: Dutch, Russian

FIND OUT MORE
> 11,000 copies sold in France

Children's Books

La plus belle crotte du monde

THE PRETTIEST
POOP IN THE
WORLD
Somewhere deep in the forest, a mouse and a squirrel are
arguing over who makes the prettiest poop. But what starts
out as a friendly competition quickly turns into a battle of
unprecedented proportions. And the question remains:
who does make the prettiest poop?

Marie Pavlenko
Camille Garoche
A committed celebration
of nature and its undeniable
beauty, and a reminder
that it is often man who is
the ugliest part of it.

Dargaud Benelux | 9782505084648 | 2020
72 pages | 22x28,8 cm | 15.99 €
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RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 4 languages: Simplified Chinese,
Korean, Japanese, Spanish

FIND OUT MORE
> 13,000 copies sold in France
Little Urban | 9782374083087 | 2020
32 pages | 21,8x30 cm | 15.90 €
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Dargaud-Le Lombard
The Sauroktones
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Erwann Surcouf
In a post-apocalyptic world,
the initiatory quest of
3 teenagers destined
to become monster hunters
known as Sauroktones!

Les Sauroctones (Tome 1)

THE
SAUROKTONES
(BOOK 1)
In the near future, an unknown disaster has upended our
way of life: invertebrates have mutated into giant, deadly
beasts. Faced with the threat of these roaming monsters,
humanity’s hopes lie with the Sauroktones, small bands
of mercenary warriors who risk their lives to fight these
creatures. Amid it all, 3 youths are thrown together by
circumstance, and will go to great lengths to stay united,
help each other, and make their way through the strange,
futuro-medieval landscape of a ravaged world.

FIND OUT MORE
> 2,000 copies sold in France
Dargaud | 9782205080506 | 2020
232 pages | 17x24 cm | 19.99 €

Children's Books

Nadine Brun-Cosme
Maureen Poignonec
A search-and-find book
featuring the tales of
Perrault, Grimm, and
Andersen, cleverly written
by Nadine Brun-Cosme
and wonderfully illustrated
by Maurèen Poignonec.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

À la recherche du petit Chaperon Rouge

THE SEARCH
FOR LITTLE RED
RIDING HOOD

Follow Little Red Riding Hood as she roams through dark
forests, busy cities and incredible castles. It’s the perfect
opportunity to meet over 50 characters from the fairy tales
by the Brothers Grimm, Perrault, and Andersen. And once
you’ve found Red Riding Hood in all the pages of this gigantic book, you can take on the challenge of finding the other
characters from the famous tales we all know and love.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Korean

FIND OUT MORE
> 5,000 copies sold in France
Little Urban | 9782374080086 | 2020
28 pages | 33x42,7 cm | 19.50 €
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The Transporter
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Le Convoyeur (Tome 1) : Nymphe

THE
TRANSPORTER
(BOOK 1)

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

NYMPH
Tristan Roulot
Dimitri Armand
The good guy isn’t always
the one you might think…

Human life has been devastated by an unstoppable virus…
Not a disease, but “The Rusting,” a chemical reaction that
destroys anything that contains iron and which has sent
civilization back to the Stone Age. It even affects the iron in
blood, resulting in bizarre mutations and impacting human
fertility. Amid the resulting chaos, one man has set himself
an unusual mission: to transport anything anywhere for
anyone—for a price. But what he asks in return is no less
mystifying than his self-appointed role… as the Transporter.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 3 languages: German, Russian, Spanish

Multiple authors
This documentary comic book
takes an unconventional look
at the 7th art by retracing the
movements and upheavals
that changed cinema.

FIND OUT MORE
> 30,000 copies sold in France
Le Lombard | 9782803675753 | 2020
56 pages | 24,1x31,8 cm | 14.45 €
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Histoires incroyables du cinéma

UNBELIEVABLE
STORIES OF
CINEMA
Why did George Méliès burn all his movies? How did George
Lucas manage to hide Darth Vader's secret from the actors? What scandal tarnished the Cannes Film Festival in
1994? Did you know that no one wanted Marlon Brando to
play the Godfather? What accident did the actors from The
Good, the Bad and the Ugly narrowly avoid?
Petit à Petit | 9782380460476 | 2020
96 pages | 19x26 cm | 16.90 €
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Virgin
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Yasmina
Pucelle (Tome 1) : Débutante

VIRGIN (BOOK 1)

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

BEGINNER

Florence Dupré la Tour
Does being a woman
mean you have to do what
other people say?

Florence’s mother loves telling the story about her cousin
who had no idea what was going to happen on her wedding
night. Florence always pretends to laugh, just like everyone
else… because she’s 13. What does she know about it?
Florence’s parents never tell her anything about sex. As
much as it pains her, she accepts her ignorance at first as
the price of belonging to the “second sex.” But being submissive, getting married, becoming a self-effacing spouse:
that’s not how she pictured her life turning out. Instead
of ignoring her teenage fears and her emerging sexuality,
she is going to have to confront them. An uncompromising
autobiographical critique of family and social conventions.

FIND OUT MORE
> 13,000 copies sold in France
> Winner of the 2020 Inrockruptibles Award

Yasmina (Tome 1) : Master-classe

YASMINA
(BOOK 1)
MASTER CLASS

Wauter Mannaert
An exciting and colorful
new series featuring
an eco-friendly heroine.

Dargaud | 9782205076493 | 2020
184 pages | 19,5x26 cm | 19.99 €

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Alarmed at her schoolmates’ eating habits and her school’s
woeful green credentials, Yasmina decides to take action!
She wants to have one hour of English class replaced
by a cooking class and one hour of math replaced by a
gardening class. But to accomplish this she will need to
collect 50 signatures—an almost impossible task, given her
schoolmates’ indifference toward the environment.
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